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Imagility is a multi-sided marketplace helping individuals, 
employers, and attorneys collaboratively perform end-to-end 
immigration on the cloud. This provides a quantum leap in 
collaboration, transparency, efficiency, and scaling. Employers 
finally have a way to onboard and retain critical foreign talent, 
while attorneys can develop a fully customizable and automated 
digital immigration law office and beneficiaries experience 
complete transparency and a clear path ahead. 
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Key Features

Making immigration simple and easy:  Simplifying convoluted 
immigration processes into smooth workflows that are intuitive to 
the user.  We limit time-intensive immigration processes, delay in 
hiring cycles, excessive use of HR resources, and exposure to 
legal risk.

Application Tracking - Users can track the status of their 
applications in real-time and receive alerts about milestones 
or required actions.

Automation – provides a range of automation tools including 
case automation, task management, and document review to 
help streamline the work of attorneys and increase operational 
efficiency.

Customization – Users can tailor the product to fit in existing 
workflows and other needs including white labelling seamlessly.

Integration - Imagility’s integrations can optimize the visa 
application process by streamlining workflow and reducing 
workload.

Unparalleled end to end immigration platform and 
technology with detailed petition building timelines and 
workflows, smart document checklists, petition analysis, template 
letter building, receipts, notifications, alerts and more. 



Imagility is AI-enabled with AI / machine learning capabilities focused around analyzing past visa 

applications to deliver accurate recommendations to users and further increase efficiency. Imagility 

uniquely provides a fully customizable process workflow, advanced automation tools, and real-time 

updates to the platform.

Extensive reporting and analytics - Forecasting made easy 
and tracking and managing immigration with standard and 
custom reports. 

Quick and effective client onboarding to migrate and on the 
go user adoption due to intuitive user experience and design 
used to build Imagility.

Fully digital - Securely store and access sensitive files and 
documents digitally, enable digital signatures, get notification 
and alerts instantly, etc., all remotely. 
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Sales:

Phone: 617-865-8444

Email: sales@imagility.co


Address:

125 Cambridge Park Drive

Cambridge, MA 02140, USA

Support:

Phone: 617-865-8444

Email: support@imagility.co
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